SCYON PRODUCT LIST
Axon Cladding

Axon is a range of vertically
grooved panels with the
detail of vertical joint timber.
Introduce drama and detail
to your walls with the clean
vertical lines of Axon™
Cladding. Incorporating the
beauty and fine detail of
painted vertical joint timber,
but without time-consuming
board construction or
durability hassles.

Vertical joint
cladding panels
for modern and
coastal style
homes

Matrix
Cladding

Matrix™ is an [exterior
cladding] system with a
clean, modern, expressedjoint look. Matrix offers a
bold industrial aesthetic
when an architectural
panelised look is desired.
Choose from various panel
sizes that suit different stud
spacings, and let the 10mm
express joint create a
variety of geometric shapes
in square, vertical,
horizontal and brick pattern
layouts.

Matrix™
Cladding I
Modern, Durable,
Stylish look

Linea
Weatherboard

The clean horizontal lines of
Linea™ weatherboards
work beautifully on the
expansive external walls of
modern architecture. Ideal
for creating a Hamptons or
coastal inspired look when
combined with contrasting
Axent Trims in new homes
or renovations, Linea can
also be confidently painted
in dark colours.

Deep shadow
weatherboards
for hamptons
and modern
homes.

Stria Cladding

Versatile and
Achieve a range of sleek
durable cladding
looks with customisable
to add elegance
Stria™ cladding. Featuring
deep grooves from the thick
shiplap cladding boards, the
Stria range is an easy way
to get the strong horizontal
line details in modern home
and townhouse designs.
Stria cladding suits
contemporary looks where a
bold, but pared back
aesthetic is desired.

Axent Trim

Create the perfect finishing
touches to a new home or
renovation, and ensure your
window trims keep looking
as good as your fibre
cement weatherboards with
Axent™ Trim.

Axent trim for
beautiful and
durable exterior
window and
corner trims

Secura
Exterior
Flooring

While Traditional Compressed
Fibre Cement (CFC) flooring is
dense and a time-consuming
installation, Secura™ exterior
flooring sheets are lighter with
tongue and groove joins. Predrilling and screwing is not
required as they can be gun
nailed, and underside mesh
reinforcement provides extra
strength and impact
resistance. Sealed on all sides
with an advanced polymer
coating that helps adhesion
and guards against moisturerelated problems. Secura is
great for tiled balconies and
verandahs, providing extra
peace of mind over particle
board and plywood.

Secura™
exterior flooring I
Durable & easy
to install

Secura
Interior
Flooring

Scyon Secura™ interior
flooring is a great option for
wet areas such as bathrooms,
as well as dry areas like
bedrooms. Versatile, light and
durable, Secura is dual
function. While one side is
designed for tiled applications
and includes a sealant gap,

Internal
bathroom or dry
area flooring
made easy.

the other side is perfect for
vinyl or carpet applications
where the tongue and groove
joint is gapless. Secura also
does away with the need for a
vinyl underlay.

